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The Fullness of His Love

By Deborah Wright

From His fullness we have all received, grace upon grace. John 1: 16

During Jody's summer sabbatical in 2013, he, Catherine and I had the

pleasure of spending some time together in Oxford.  Perusing local bookshops

is a favorite family pastime when touring a new town or city, and one of my

fondest memories during our stay in Oxford is visiting the iconic Blackwell's

Bookshop.  I love to browse the children's section, and, while comparing

Blackwell's book selections to those found in America, Catherine and I came

across a book treasure, Where My Wellies Take Me . . . by Clare and Michael

Morpurgo.

In order to fully engage while listening to or reading a story, I teach my

students to be on the lookout for three "Aha!" moments . . . "Wow! I didn't

know that."; "Huh? I don't understand that."; and "Me too! I can relate to

that."  I had many such moments while reading the story of a young girl named

Pippa who loves to wander around in her boots, stomping through puddles,

squelching through mud, observing and collecting all that nature has to offer

while on her many adventures.  I find that the older I get the more my mind

goes back to the best times of my childhood, and for me some of the happiest

times were spent playing in the creek beside our house, exploring the woods

behind, and wandering the countryside around my grandparents' farm.  Like

Clare and Michael Morpurgo's Pippa, I too had "walked on the wild side, gone

where my wellies had taken me, and loved it!"



Not only did these authors create a lovely storybook which included

familiar childhood poems and wonderful drawings, they set up a charity called

Farms for City Children from the proceeds of their book-sales that has enabled

thousands of underprivileged children to become farmers for a week.  The

youngsters "wear wellies almost all the time, and in among their tasks they

have the freedom to explore and enjoy the countryside around them."  The

Morpurgos have a love for the outdoors and for storytelling, but they have also

demonstrated grace in action by sharing this love with others.

Grace is hard for me to explain but easier for me to see, hear, feel and

experience.  Frederick Buechner said to "Pay attention to the things that bring

a tear to your eye or a lump in your throat because they are signs that the holy

is drawing near."  Somehow, reflecting on a beautifully written and illustrated

children's book has helped me better explain some of what God's gift of grace

means to me.  I feel it in cherished family traditions and fond childhood

memories, see it in the beauty of nature and an artist's renderings, hear it in

the voices of poets and musicians, and understand it in lives that are a

manifestation of what one thinks about God.  Just as we need to be engaged

while reading, we need to pay attention to the stories of our lives in order to

learn more about ourselves and others, be better equipped to answer the

difficult questions in times of confusion, and feel the deep connections we have

with one another and with God whose grace is sufficient for all.

On the great canvas of time

We all create our own masterpiece

Choreographing our steps across minutes and hours

Dancing over the days

Painting pictures over months and

Writing our stories on the years.

Singing our songs that echo across eons.

We are all a thread in the talent tapestry.

A snapshot in the cosmic, collective collage.

Michele Jennae

Let the beauty we love be what we do.

Rumi


